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Preface

Herewith I proudly present the electronic proceedings of the 28th PATT conference, held in Orlando, Florida, USA, in conjunction with the 76th Annual ITEEA Conference. I want to thank ITEEA for hosting another PATT conference and for making these Proceedings available on their website. I want to thank in particular Steve Barbato for the great cooperation on this. The longstanding tradition to have PATT special sessions at the ITEEA Conference again has proven to be a good formula. It allows non-USA colleagues to get to know what goes on in the USA, while also attending international sessions, and it allows USA colleagues to see somewhat of the effort being made in the rest of the world. I look forward working with Steve and ITEEA again on the next conference in Milwaukee, 2015. I hope these Proceedings will give those colleagues who could not make it to Orlando a good impression of the nice presentations we had during the PATT special sessions.

Marc de Vries